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QUESTION 1

Which statement creates a low overhead, low-contention random number generator that is isolated to thread to
generate a random number between 1 and 100? 

A. int i = ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextInt(1, 101); 

B. int i = ThreadSafeRandom.current().nextInt(1, 101); 

C. int i = (int) Math.random()*100+1; 

D. int i = (int) Math.random(1, 101); 

E. int i = new random().nextInt(100)+1; 

Correct Answer: A 

public class ThreadLocalRandom 

extends Random\\' 

A random number generator isolated to the current thread. Like the global Random generator used by the Math class, a
ThreadLocalRandom is initialized with an internally generated seed that may not otherwise be modified. When 

applicable, use of ThreadLocalRandom rather than shared Random objects in concurrent programs will typically
encounter much less overhead and contention. Use of ThreadLocalRandom is particularly appropriate when multiple
tasks (for 

example, each a ForkJoinTask) use random numbers in parallel in thread pools. 

Usages of this class should typically be of the form: 

ThreadLocalRandom.current().nextX(...) (where X is Int, Long, etc). When all usages are of this form, it is never possible
to accidently share a ThreadLocalRandom across multiple threads. 

This class also provides additional commonly used bounded random generation methods. 

Reference: Class ThreadLocalRandom 

 

QUESTION 2

Given: 
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Which two statements concerning the OO concepts "is-a" and "has-a" are true? 

A. Flimmer is-a Glommer. 

B. Flommer has-a String. 

C. Tagget has-a Glommer. 

D. Flimmer is-a ArrayList. 

E. Tagget has-a doStuff() 

F. Tagget is-a Glommer. 

Correct Answer: BF 

B: The relationship modeled by composition is often referred to as the "has-a" relationship. Here Flommer has-a String. 

E: The has-a relationship has an encapsulation feature (like private or protected modifier used before each member field
or method). Here Tagget has-a method doStuff() 

F: Tagget implements Glommer. Tagget is-a Glommer. 

Note: The has-a relationship has an encapsulation feature (like private or protected modifier used before each member
field or method). 

 

QUESTION 3

Given: 

import java.io.IOException; 

import java.io.file.Path; 

import java.io.file.Paths; 

public class Path12 { 

public static void main(String s[]) throws IOException { 

Path path = Paths.get("\\sales\\quarter\\..\\qtrlreport.txt"); 
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path.relativize(Paths.get("\\sales\\annualreport.txt")); 

if(path.endsWith("annualreport.txt")) { 

System.out.println(true); 

} else { 

System.out.println(false); 

} 

System.out.println(path); 

} 

} 

What is the result? 

A. false \sales\quarter\ . . \qtrlreport.txt 

B. false \quarter\ . . \qtrlreport.txt 

C. true . . \ . . \ . . \ annualreport.txt 

D. true \ . . \ . . \annualreport.txt 

Correct Answer: A 

The relativize method that can be used to construct a relative path between two paths. 

relativize 

Path relativize(Path other) 

Constructs a relative path between this path and a given path. 

Parameters: 

other - the path to relativize against this path 

Returns: 

the resulting relative path, or an empty path if both paths are equal 

Note: 

Relativization is the inverse of resolution. This method attempts to construct a relative path that when resolved against
this path, yields a path that locates the same file as the given path. For example, on UNIX, if this path is "/a/b" and the 

given path is "/a/b/c/d" then the resulting relative path would be "c/d". Where this path and the given path do not have a
root component, then a relative path can be constructed. A relative path cannot be constructed if only one of the paths 

have a root component. Where both paths have a root component then it is implementation dependent if a relative path
can be constructed. If this path and the given path are equal then an empty path is returned. 
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For any two normalized paths p and q, where q does not have a root component, 

p.relativize(p.resolve(q)).equals(q) 

When symbolic links are supported, then whether the resulting path, when resolved against this path, yields a path that
can be used to locate the same file as other is implementation 

dependent. For example, if this path is "/a/b" and the given path is "/a/x" then the resulting relative path may be "../x". If
"b" is a symbolic link then is implementation dependent if "a/b/../x" would locate the same file as "/a/x". 

 

QUESTION 4

Given: 

import java.util.Map; 

import java.util.Set; 

import java.util.TreeMap; 

public class MapClass { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

Map partList = new TreeMap(); 

partList.put("P002", "Large Widget"); 

partList.put("P001", "Widget"); 

partList.put("P002", "X-Large Widget"); 

Set keys = partList.keySet(); 

for (String key:keys) { 

System.out.println(key + " " + partList.get(key)); 

} 

} 

} 

What is the result? 

A. p001 Widget p002 X-Large Widget 

B. p002 Large Widget p001 Widget 

C. p002 X-large Widget p001 Widget 

D. p001 Widget p002 Large Widget 

E. compilation fails 
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Correct Answer: A 

Compiles fine. Output is: P001 Widget P002 X-Large Widget Line: partList.put("P002", "X-Large Widget"); overwrites
line: partList.put("P002", "Large Widget"); 

 

QUESTION 5

Given: 

abstract class Boat { 

String doFloat() { return "floating"; } 

abstract void doDock(); 

} 

class Sailboat extends Boat { 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

Boat b = new Sailboat(); // Line A 

Boat b2 = new Boat(); // Line B 

} 

String doFloat() { return "slow float"; } // Line C 

void doDock() { } // Line D 

} 

Which two are true about the lines labeled A through D? 

A. The code compiles and runs as is. 

B. If only line A is removed, the code will compile and run. 

C. If only line B is removed, the code will compile and run. 

D. If only line D is removed, the code will compile and run. 

E. Line C is optional to allow the code to compile and run. 

F. Line C is mandatory to allow the code to compile and run. 

Correct Answer: AE 

A: The code will compile. The abstract method doDock() is implemented fine, and doFloat() is overridden. 

E: Line C overrides the implementation of doFloat(). This is optional. 
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